Genetic bases and phenotypes of autosomal recessive Parkinson disease in a Turkish population.
To evaluate the phenotype and the frequencies of mutations in PRKN, DJ1 and PINK1 genes in patients with Parkinson disease (PD) in Turkey. Eighty-six patients from 77 PD families participated in the study. Seventy-four families were originating from Turkey, two families from Greece and one family from Bulgaria. All patients underwent detailed neurological examination. PRKN, PINK1 and DJ1 genes were sequenced, and dosage analysis was performed by multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification. Sixteen patients with PD were found to carry homozygous (n = 14) or compound heterozygous (n = 2) PRKN mutations. We identified exon rearrangements, three point mutations and one new point mutation in exon 2 (p.K27del). In two families, two new PINK1 point mutations (L31X and P416L) were identified. No pathogenic mutations were found in DJ1 gene. Clinical phenotypes of PRKN patients were comparable to previously described features, but only in four of 13 families, the pedigree structure was clearly consistent with an autosomal recessive (AR) mode of inheritance in comparison with nine families where also different pattern of transmission could have been possible. Our data suggest that the PRKN gene mutation is the most frequent form of ARPD in Turkey. The proportion of mutations with regard to the age of onset in our population is in the range of those previously described, but our pedigrees are characterized by high rate of consanguinity, which might explain the high proportion of families with homozygous mutations and of patients in more than one generation. Pathogenic DJ1 mutations do not seem to play a major role in Turkey.